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Profit Shifting Before: 
How big was profit shifting in 2017? 

Profit Shifting After:
What does the TCJA do? 
How will the minimum tax affect US and foreign tax 
bases, once adjustment is complete?



How Big Is Profit Shifting?

• Abundant evidence of a very large problem.
• Magnitude depends on data source.
• Widely used databases (like Orbis) are nearly useless for 

this question, since haven income is simply missing.

Yet $3 trillion of $4.2 trillion of reported accumulated foreign 
earnings in US country-by-country data (2017) are in havens, 
ignoring stateless numbers. 



Popular Data Sources

Orbis / Compustat = Company level data yet...
– Misses almost all haven income
– Nonlinearities are important => havens key
– Big companies do most shifting; don’t treat all 

companies the same; the tail is different (Wier and 
Reynolds)

– Many companies report positive accounting profits 
and zero tax profits (Bilicka)  => accounting data 
underestimates

Don’t look under the lamppost for your keys if you dropped 
them in the dark. 



Other Data Sources

• BEA 
– Direct investment earnings series (preferred)
– Net income (but double counting)
– Subtracting equity income loses some profit shifting 

(among foreign countries); foreign to foreign shifting is 
important.

– In aggregate data, companies w/ losses make effective 
tax rates look too high

• Tax Data (form 5471); can omit dividends but long lag
• Country by Country Data (form 8975; preferred)



A Comparison of US Data Sources



Possible Scale of US Revenue Loss 
from Profit Shifting in 2017



Where are the profits (and the shifted profits)?
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What does TCJA do?



What is the net effect so far?



What does the global minimum tax do?



How will it affect US MNC tax bases abroad?



How will it affect US MNC tax bases?



Comparing a Per Country Minimum Tax



Moving Forward from the TCJA

A Per-country Minimum Tax? A Higher Min. Tax Rate?

Þ Essential Dilemma: 
Tax base protection versus Competitiveness

Do we have the balance right?

Are there fundamental reforms that would make this trade-off 
less vexing?


